
BONUS
Can you also find these objects?

Silly Fill-In Story
Hold up this page and start searching for the 12 objects hidden in the picture.
When you find an object, tell your friend the name of that object.

shoe

lamp

candle

bananaartist’s brushspoon

lollipop

toothbrush

glove

crayon

ice-cream cone hockey stick
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Silly Fill-In Story
Hold up this page. When your friend tells you the name of an object, write the 
name of that object in the first blank. Continue until all of the blanks are filled. 

Camp Out

Our family went camping last weekend and, boy, was it a wacky ________________! 

First of all, my little sister packed so much! She brought her squishy 

________________, her favorite ________________ to play with, and even her 

giant stuffed ________________. But that wasn’t the craziest part. It all started when 

we tried to set up the new ________________ to sleep in. My sister and I got most 

of it up, but we couldn’t find the last ________________ to finish it. We looked 

everywhere. It wasn’t under Dad’s trusty camping ________________ or in mom’s old 

________________. And it wasn’t on top of the family ________________. Where 

on earth could it be? Then we heard a crunching noise. “Oh, ________________!” 

my sister yelled. Our pet ________________ was chewing on the last piece of 

the tent! Drat! Good thing it was warm because we ended up sleeping under the 

________________, if you can believe it. But you know what? It wasn’t so bad!
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